
Army on rise in Libya’s
east, spurring hopes

of normal life
BENGHAZI, Libya: At Benghazi University, graduation
pictures shot at a wrecked campus symbolize hope for
a return to normality in the city after more than two
years of war.

It is a war in which the eastern-based Libyan National
Army (LNA) has been slowly prevailing against a coalition
of Islamists and former revolutionaries. Its commander,
Khalifa Haftar, is gaining political influence, his popularity
boosted by the army’s advance. “We can’t pursue our stud-
ies here but thanks to our army I’ve been able to return, if it
wasn’t for them I wouldn’t be standing here,” said Amal Al-
Obeidi, a law graduate. “The situation will get back to nor-
mal and we hold great hope in our army.”

But while the LNA’s progress has brought relative calm
to parts of Benghazi, continued clashes and bomb attacks
have exposed the limits of the army’s control and raised
questions about its ambitions to dominate Libya’s rival fac-
tions. While Obeidi spoke, the rumble of war could still be
heard in the besieged district of Ganfouda, less than 2 km
(1 mile) to the south. Residents across Benghazi struggle
with deteriorating living conditions and critics are alarmed
at the spread of military rule in the city where the 2011
uprising against Muammar Gaddafi began.

Haftar, a former Gaddafi ally who fell out with him and
returned to Libya during the revolution, is the figurehead
for one of two loose alliances that began fighting for pow-
er in 2014. His rivals in the Islamist-leaning Libya Dawn fac-
tion took Tripoli that year but later splintered and largely
swung behind the UN-backed Government of National
Accord (GNA), which moved to the capital in March.

Haftar and an eastern parliament and government that
back him have refused to endorse the GNA, becoming
more confident as the GNA has struggled. Two months
ago, they gained new momentum when the Libyan
National Army seized oil ports south-west of Benghazi from
a GNA-aligned faction, fuelling speculation that Haftar had
western Libya - and Tripoli - in his sights. Clashes in
Benghazi have been contained to two or three areas. Some
residents in the centre of the port city of 700,000 feel safe
for the first time in years, remembering the bombings and
assassinations that preceded the May 2014 launch of
Haftar’s Operation Dignity, his campaign against the
Islamists, and the fighting that followed.

New measures include electronic traffic surveillance, car
bomb detection squads and female police patrols. “We
have brought security back in more than 90 percent of the
city,” said Saleh Huwaidi, head of Benghazi’s security
administration. “We’re not denying that there are sleeper
cells, but they aren’t easily able to activate.”

Such claims have been tested by recent events, howev-
er. In the past month two bomb attacks in Benghazi have
struck prominent Haftar allies.

RENEWED CLASHES
Violence has flared between the LNA and its main

opponent, the Benghazi Revolutionaries Shura Council
(BRSC). This week at least 20 LNA troops were killed when
Haftar launched his latest offensive, which included air
strikes over parts of the city. In Ganfouda, human rights
groups estimate that more than 130 families have been
trapped for months without access to fresh food by an LNA
siege, though the army says it has offered them a chance
to leave. When LNA air strikes have hit civilians, the army
has accused its opponents of using human shields.

The LNA’s real power can be hard to gauge. Supporters
say training and organization have improved, but the
army’s strength depends on complex and shifting local
alliances. Analysts attribute its breakthroughs in Benghazi
against the BRSC and Islamic State partly to injections of
material and intelligence support from Egypt, the United
Arab Emirates, and France.

Rumours swirl of counter attacks against the oil ports,
Benghazi, and in the city of Derna, close to the Egyptian
border, where the LNA is fighting a separate coalition and
clashes resumed over recent days. Wissam Bin Hamid, a
BRSC leader who along with others has sought refuge in
Tripoli, told Al Jazeera this week that his group’s goal
remains “to secure Benghazi ... remove the intimidation
against people who live with Haftar’s militias, and allow the
return of our displaced people and loved ones”. — Reuters
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GAZA: Hamas-run authorities in Gaza
are trying to stop the sale and distribu-
tion of pre-paid SIM cards from Israeli
cellular providers, arguing the cards
pose economic and security risks and
allow users to access “immoral” con-
tent. Officials from the Palestinian
telecommunications and interior min-
istries, which are overseen by Hamas,
the Islamist group that controls Gaza,
said there have always been restric-
tions on the use of Israeli SIMs in the
territory, but now they are determined
to stamp them out entirely.

Cards from Israel ’s  two biggest
providers, Cellcom and Partner, can be

found for sale under the counter in
kiosks and shops in parts of  Gaza,
where they are brought in by business-
man and traders returning from trips
to Israel. “These companies are not
registered in Palestinian areas and
therefore we can’t allow them to oper-
ate,” Zeyad Al-Sheikh Deeb, director of
licensing at the Gaza telecommunica-
tions ministry, told Reuters. “They rep-
resent an unfair competition to nation-
al companies and cause damage to our
economy.”

Partner Communications said it had
no business activity in Gaza, pointing
out that the pre-paid cards were

bought from independent distributors
in Israel. Cellcom declined to comment.

Neither company operates in Gaza,
where Palestinian firm Jawwal, owned
by PalTel, runs the only network. But
because Partner and Cellcom have
towers just across the border in Israel,
their 3G and 4G signals can be reached
from parts of the territory that are clos-
er to the frontier or on high ground.

Cellcom’s signal is said to be more
reliable, making its SIMs more popular.
For 50 Israeli shekels ($13), Gazans can
pick up a SIM giving them 5,000 min-
utes of talk-time and potentially unlim-
ited Internet access via a virtual private
network. By comparison, a Jawwal SIM
for the same price provides just 130
minutes of talk-time and more restrict-
ed Web access.

Vendors in the Palestinian enclave
who stock Israeli cards said Hamas had
been trying to crack down for years but
had renewed its push. Those caught
selling are threatened with “sanctions”,
they said. “We got a new warning,” said
one salesman in Gaza city, asking not
to be identified for fear of repercus-
sions. “Two weeks ago I got a police
order not to sell Cellcom SIMs.”

FREER ACCESS
Iyad Al-Bozom, spokesman for the

interior ministry in Gaza, said Israeli
cards presented a number of prob-
lems. As well as shifting users away
from the Palestinian network, under-
cutting its revenue, they carry security
risks, he said. “Conversations made via
these cards can be stored on Israeli
servers and used by the occupation,”
he told Reuters, referring to Israel’s
near 50-year-old occupation of the
West Bank and East Jerusalem. Gaza
remains blockaded by Israel 11 years
after Israeli forces withdrew from the
small coastal territory. — Reuters 

Hamas clamps down on Gaza’s 
‘insecure’ Israeli SIM cards

GAZA CITY: Palestinian women march on a street demonstrating and carrying signs reading in Arabic “Upright, walk” (C-
F), “restore your youth by walking” (L), and “Let’s walk” (R), calling for the rehabilitation of marginalized women in Gaza
City yesterday. — AFP

JERUSALEM: A controversial Israeli
bill to limit the volume of calls to
prayer at mosques may be revived
after it appeared to have been buried
thanks to opposition from ultra-
Orthodox Jews, reports said yester-
day. Health Minister Yaakov Litzman,
from the ultra-Orthodox United Torah
Judaism party, may now lift his objec-
tion to the bill if an exception can be
included for Jewish rituals,  the
Jerusalem Post reported.

The minister had feared that the
bill, approved by a government com-
mittee, would also limit sirens and
trumpets used for Jewish holidays or
the Sabbath, the weekly Jewish day of
rest.  “Discussions are ongoing,”
Litzman’s spokesman told AFP. The
lawmaker sponsoring the bill, Moti
Yogev of the hardline Jewish Home
party, says it is meant to target noise
at night, which would exclude Jewish
rituals.

According to the Jerusalem Post,
Yogev also told Litzman as part of dis-
cussions to gain his support that
depriving a person of sleep is consid-
ered theft in Jewish law “since it can-
not be returned,” in a reference to
Muslim calls to prayer awakening resi-
dents.

If Litzman removes his objection,
the bill could go before a government
committee on Sunday and Israel’s
parliament for an initial reading as
early as Wednesday. The proposal has
outraged Palestinians and Arab
Israelis, while government watchdogs
call it a threat to religious freedom
and an unnecessary provocation. The
draft law would also apply to east
Jerusalem, occupied and later
annexed by Israel and where more
than 300,000 Palestinians live. Israeli
Jews living in settlements in the east
of the city had protested against the
volume of prayer calls. — AFP

Israel plans to revive bid to 
quiet mosque calls to prayer


